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In Greenwich Village New York throughout the 1950s, a howling voice was being heard. A voice 

which was filled with contempt and rebellion, a voice which grouped and brought together this sub-

culture of artists, a voice for the poets and painters, musicians and dancers and the access of 

documenting this congregation with newly available hand held cameras. This voice came from a 

generation raised in the depression, some sent off to college and some over to Europe or Japan to 

fight in WWII, or some even both. Returning home, back to these United States to find that it was the 

same as when they had left. Feeling displaced by the chaos of the war and thrown back into a society 

and culture of routine and tradition. ‘’They all had something to say, because they were the first of the 

post-war generation that rebelled against society’’ (McDarrah & McDarrah 1996:IX). On the Road by Jack 

Kerouac was published in 1957 and Howl and other poems by Allen Ginsberg was published in1956. 

These two pieces of writing defined this movement of thoughts and ideas and the movement came to 

be known as the Beat Generation. Ginsberg’s Howl came under great scrutiny and attracted a lot of 

media attention, not only to him but also to the whole of the beat movement and in that, more and 

more people found their voice. These writers and poets were providing a commentary for many 

peoples thoughts. There was an alternative way of thinking and being, and there was other ways to 

explore your place within society, especially by looking for the truth and unearthing reality which was 

demonstrated by these free thinking, liberal Beatniks. The Beat Movement included many people from 

many different backgrounds, a Beatnik could be White or Black, Homosexual or Heterosexual, Male 

or female, it didn’t matter, you would be an equal. This helped raise awareness to the general 

discrimination going on in society in America, and helped pave the way for the alternative ideas of the 

1960s. This led to big changes within the country in regards especially to a person’s human rights.  

Throughout the 1950s the Beat movement was growing and ultimately people began to question the 

United States of America. (McDarrah & McDarrah 1996). 

Meanwhile, in the south of the country, Robert Frank was continuing on his extensive project as a part 

of the Guggenheim Fellowship. He was a foreigner photographing this Promise land of America and 

found himself in Charlestown, South Carolina. A place in which Walker Evans had said he should visit 

on his journey and a place where Frank found a distinctive aspect to his project. He found and 

experienced the strict discrimination and segregation of African-American people from the White 

Caucasian Americans. He made the natural progression as a photographer would to photograph the 

obvious signs of these separations in this community. The Plainly marked Blacks and Whites signs 

which stood formally would provide obvious connotations in a photograph, but Frank wanted a more 

layered narrative, something which would reflect his experience and capture the feeling of the people 

not just a revelation on routine and sign posts (Greenough 2009). I want to focus on an image in The 

Americans which was taken at this time in Charlestown. It is called Charlestown, South Carolina 

1955. With this title Frank puts Charlestown up for evaluation in encouraging us to define this place by 

one image. The Black and White photograph sits dominant landscape on the page with no obvious 

cropping. In the foreground slightly to the right of the frame leans an African-American woman. The 

top of her back leans on the wall and casts a slight reflection, which means this is not a typical brick or 

concrete material suggesting that this building could be of value, maybe a bank or an executive office 

for a business man or a lawyers firm. She is just on the edge of being in what we could assume was a 

doorway and the wall continues to head down the street towards the left of the frame into a vanishing 

point. She holds in her arms a pale white Caucasian infant who perches uncharacteristically seeming 

so distant from its carrier. From their clothing we can guess that this Woman is probably a Nanny and 

she is being employed to look after this child. Neither of their gazes look at us as the viewer, they both 

stare out of the frame so we are totally comfortable in reading them, we are not being confronted. 

Where is this Childs mother? Why isn’t she holding this baby? We can assume that she has the 

money to employ a nanny to look after this child so we can say that she and her Husband are 

wealthy. Could this Nanny be standing outside the office of the husband, the childs father? The main 



issue I would say this raises is that, if this is common place, an African-American Woman is employed 

to look after a white child; she is worthy enough to raise this baby. Then why is she not worthy 

enough to take a seat on the front of a bus or in the same waiting room or water fountain as her 

employers? I take this image and wonder if this is what Frank wanted us to read. Is this the comment 

he wanted us to take from Charlestown. We seem to ask questions of the infant first but what about 

the woman? I see her earing, from afar we cannot tell its value, we cannot tell if its silver or gold but 

we can make the judgement that it is of value to her. The tiny piece of accessory in which she finds 

and keeps her identity at work and in uniform. I find this little symbol in this photograph and then it is 

all I can notice. This tiny piece of jewellery hanging from her ear in beautiful contrast to her skin, I 

want it to sparkle and shine brighter. I want to know where she acquired it, was it a gift? From a lover 

or a friend, from her husband? Is she married and has she a family of her own that she doesn’t see as 

much as she would like because she has to earn money looking after this child she is holding? Does 

this explain the solemn expression on her face?. The task of deconstructing this image is a hard one 

in this book which is meant to be read as a narrative and a layered narrative at that. The Americans is 

like a Beat Poem when you think of its broad photographs on the right hand page throughout. This 

corresponds to a line from a Beat Poem, a statement on its own but its exclusion from the rest of the 

text would be its dispansion. But in saying this I do believe that Frank is encouraging the idea to us of 

taking single images from the narrative and finding a meaning within that. Just the same as that there 

are many parts of society and culture that make up a country and researching and understanding one 

of them is in part of the process of understanding the whole. With the Charlestown image, Frank’s 

representation of race is an honest one. ’’Nannies of colour with Caucasian charges remain common 

sights, and the life bonds that often result are valid. Accept and contemplate reality, these images 

seems to say, and go from there. This is Frank’s own personal race speech.’’(Lawrence 2009). Frank 

was providing a representation of race the way he was experiencing it every day. ‘’A bunch of high 

school boys in Port Gibson, Mississippi told him he looked like a communist and suggested he ‘go to 

the other side of town and watch the niggers play’.’’ (Lane 2009). We can see how this quote can sum 

up Franks approach. When the boys state that he looked different from the normal person and brand 

him as a communist, they are affirming the notions that anyone or anything different or questioning 

the society of America was against it, in the same way the Beat movement was being portrayed in the 

media ’’If the United States today is really the biggest, sweetest endmost succulent casaba eery 

produced by the melon patch of civilisation, it would seem only reasonable to find its surface profaned 

– as indeed it is – by a few fruit flies’’  (McDarrah 1996 : 1). Then when they state the physical journey to 

be made over to where African-American children would be playing, it confirms to us this separation 

and segregation something which Frank represents well with his photographs. These boys state these 

facts without even questioning their normality and relevance to society but from Frank experiencing 

this, he questions their words in his photographs which is in turn questioning the population of people 

in America who were sharing these opinions. 

Robert Frank asked Jack Kerouac to write the foreword to The Americans which he later did and this 

associated Frank with the rest of the Beat movement. They would later also work on Franks short film 

Pull my daisy together. So The Americans became a part of the beat movement, it was almost like a 

visual record of the poems that were being shouted out back in Greenwich Village. It had its place in 

the foundations to start the build for change in America. On December 1
st
 1955, Rosa Parks refused 

to give up her seat on a segregated bus in Alabama which was a foundation for the civil rights 

movement. A few weeks before this event, Frank had photographed a segregated bus and this takes 

its place as Trolley, New Orleans in The Americans. So we can say that Frank was capturing the 

feeling of the African-American culture as they were being heavily discriminated against. Soon after 

the bus boycotts happened and then a court ruling in 1956 which banned segregated buses 

(Greenough 2009). Frank was on Americas pulse in those years and was providing this evidence of a 

restless nation. 

The beat movement and the start of the civil rights movement were a catalyst for change in America 

and I believe that Robert Frank has his place within this catalyst. He was providing similar 



commentaries to the Beat poets, and like them was really raising this issue of equality between 

humans. Robert Frank represents race in a way in which to question it. To question these notions of 

separation and the hypocrisy that goes with it. I have evaluated one photograph from a book of 

eighty-three, all forming this intricate narrative, visual poetry. To take time over one photograph in the 

series makes you consider more detail and more connotations to go with it. The point of focusing on 

one image also is to demonstrate the ability to deconstruct one image in a time when we dispose and 

consume hundreds each day and seldom consider and invest time into the power of one. The one 

image I looked at I believe, raised the issues Robert Frank wanted to communicate to us his 

audience. This was also not the only image he titled so bluntly. I mentioned Trolley New Orleans 

which is also an image I could have equally deconstructed to investigate the same representations 

but I wanted to write about the image which I found was often not detailed to the extent as other 

photographs in the book. Frank produced this work in a short period of time and it is considered quite 

rightly a seminal piece of photographic work. It demonstrates Frank’s genius in its eighty-three 

images, from narrative to depth of field and will always hold its place as an inspirational piece to every 

photographer from amateur to professional and through its extensive subject matter there will always 

be something new to investigate within it. We can say that Frank is honest throughout the book, he is 

never intrusive and was able to photograph his subjects as they came, with none or minimal direction. 

We can relate this to his representation of race; he was simply just photographing what he saw and 

representing what his experience of the issue was. Racism rife with segregation and exploitation, 

while the hypocrisy of the offenders went unnoticed. 
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